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'Hugely enjoyable ... Green's great achievement is to recapture exactly how those moments

felt, but remain sufficiently detached about the whole thing to render the experience honestly'

MOJOJohnny Green first met the Clash in 1977. A RIOT OF OUR OWN is his tale of three

delirious years of rock 'n' roll madness as confidant and road manager of the Clash, from the

early punk days to LONDON CALLING and touring America. Ray Lowry accompanied the

band as official 'war artist' on the second American tour and designed the London Calling

album cover. Together, in words and pictures, Green and Lowry give the definitive, inside story

on one of the most magnificent rock 'n' roll bands ever.



‘This touching, angry, uproarious tale sustains 238 pages because it never lets go of the notion

that as one day follows another something more than a pop group’s career might be at

stake’Greil Marcus‘Finally … a Clash book worth its salt… a magnificent, roller coasting

rock’n’roll read, and completely essential to Clash City Rockers old and new’Ian Fortnam,

NME‘Fucking great!’Joe Strummer’s builders‘Is it authentic? Yes … Here it all is, London

calling from the top of the dial – the low-life liggers, the bags of cash, the cops, the coke, the

quarrels, up and down the Westway in and out of the lights, the great bass speakers, the

driving rain and reggae, expectation, expectoration and the cosmic live gigs … This is a witty

tribute to the only lastingly listenable punk band’Liz Young, Independent‘A Riot of Our Own is

written from inside the eye of the storm. Johnny Green captures the essence of The Clash.

He’s pretty funny, too … A Riot of Our Own enables you to smell the leather, the hairspray, the

sweat and the spliff. It could quite happily sit alongside Kerouac, Kesey and Ginsberg in terms

of its celebration of living life on a knife edge’Ben Myers, Melody MakerTo Polly, Lewis and

Basil,who had a riot of their own around our feet.ContentsPraiseDedicationTitle PageForeword

by Joe StrummerChapter 1Chapter 2Chapter 3Chapter 4Chapter 5Chapter 6Chapter 7Chapter

8Chapter 9Chapter 10Chapter 11Chapter 12Chapter 13Chapter 14Chapter 15Chapter

16Chapter 17AfterwordEpilogueAbout the AuthorIllustrationsCopyrightForeword by Joe

StrummerAnd to me falls the pleasure of introducing our humble narrator to his readers.Picture

a rain-lashed night on the banks of the Thames. Jutting out from Battersea Park some hundred

feet into the river is a pier where the Queen alights should there be some function in the park.

At the end of this jetty the Clash have set their stage gear up – three mikes, three monitors,

three amps and a drum kit.The video for London Calling has been recorded by director Don

Letts. The band have completed their run-throughs and left for various destinations. Enter, from

stage left so to speak, a tall, studious-looking man, wearing glasses suitable for a librarian in

Macclesfield.The man is clearly not happy. But he does not scream or shout. Instead he has a

look of grim determination about him. He strides to centre stage and grabs hold of the nearest

speaker cabinet. With all his strength he lifts it above his head and casts it deep into the dark,

flowing river. The lights twinkle from the Embankment and the Houses of Parliament. He does

not look. He is too busy throwing mikes, amps and drums into the River Thames.This, ladies

and gentlemen, is my friend, and your narrator: Johnny Green.1We were broke. The Clash

then had no manager and were lurching from one financial crisis to the next. The band was

recording London Calling at Wessex Studios, although the crisis of confidence between record

label CBS and the Clash was so deep that no one was sure if the record would ever be

released.Joe Strummer, Mick Jones and Paul Simonon had no money. Topper Headon

certainly had none. Neither had I or the Baker, who between us shared in all the band’s

decisions, did all of the Clash’s administrative tasks and lugged around and set up the amps

and PA. CBS was trying to soften the Clash – toning down the band’s image and its political

stance – by withholding money. The last-minute offer to appear at a music festival in Finland

was a chance to earn some cash which was too good to miss.But it had to be cash. We owed

money to banks, and all accounts had been frozen pending a deal with former manager Bernie

Rhodes. The Clash’s appearance at the Russrock Festival, Finland, had been set up by Ian

Rooks. He had recently set up his own agency, Wasted Talent, and was touting for trade, with a

watchful eye on the managerless Clash. I had to impress on him that we were not interested in

cheques or banker’s drafts, just British pound notes – up front, in the hand.I conducted lengthy

negotiations from the wall-mounted telephone in the corridor of Wessex Studios. Eventually the



fee was agreed. That left just one more problem – equipment. All the Clash’s gear had been

set up in the studio for the recording session. There wasn’t time to dismantle it and send it to

Finland. And anyway it had taken three days to get the right sound, and we just couldn’t afford

the cost in studio time to go through the whole process again.From phone calls to Scandinavia,

I achieved a personal coup through Thomas Johansen, Abba’s road manager, who agreed that

we could use Abba’s PA and sound equipment. Abba were the only group which had ever

made me star-struck. I anticipated the tingle of excitement when I would plug my jack-plug into

Agnetha’s amp … As it turned out, I received more than a tingle.We flew to Finland with the

minimum crew. Rob Collins, a sound engineer whom we had used before was called in at short

notice, and Jeremy Green, the tape operator at Wessex Studios, was recruited on the spot to

look after the guitars and amps. With the lift-off of the plane we all felt the lifting of pressure on

the band. A kids-out-of-school atmosphere took over, which lasted for the whole trip. We were

away from the pressures of recording and our money problems, with the prospect of earning

cash-in-hand. We were on holiday!The festival site just added to the holiday feeling. The

changing rooms were some caravans behind the stage, next to a beautiful lake, with fir trees

and sunshine. It was a long way from the streets of Notting Hill and the garages of Camden

Town – the subject matter of most Clash songs. And the band were playing outdoors, in the

daytime – almost unknown for them. The Clash had second billing at the festival, after Graham

Parker and the Rumour. They hadn’t played support for any band since the Sex Pistols on the

Anarchy in the UK tour of December 1976. We knew Graham Parker and his gang, and they

couldn’t understand it: ‘How come you’re playing support? How much are you getting paid?’We

played dumb and giggled up our sleeves.Shortly before the Clash were due to play, the band

asked: ‘Where’s the money?’‘It’s OK. It’s safe back at the hotel,’ said the organizers, surprised

at the demand.‘No, we want it now, in our hands, before we go on.’I was dispatched to the hotel

with one of the Finnish promoters to fetch the money. He found it hard to believe that I was

standing in the hotel room counting out £7500 in sterling, all wrapped in £100 bundles. This

wasn’t the normal way of doing business. The festival was funded by the Finnish government,

under a youth arts development programme, so it was unlikely that they would have paid us

short. But we had learnt from long experience not to trust anyone. Satisfied that it was all there,

I bundled the notes into my atomic pink flight case and rushed back to the stadium.‘We’ve got

the cash, lads. On you go!’The band prepared to run on-stage when I noticed a buzz from the

PA. I rushed on to connect a loose jack-plug, grabbed a mike-stand with my other hand and

performed a backward flip across the stage as an electric current took a short cut across my

chest. The crowd went mad with excitement. They thought my acrobatics were part of the act. I

went mad. Grabbing the microphone, I yelled abuse about incompetent Finnish technicians and

generally called for the whole of Scandinavia to plummet into an obscene hell, led by the

cheering folk in the audience. They loved this even more, and as I went backstage to resume

my grip on the case full of cash, the Clash went on-stage to a huge roar. The band put on a

good show, fuelled by the Finnish vodka they’d demanded backstage before the set.After the

set the holiday mood continued. We watched Graham Parker’s band from the stage wings,

shouting encouragement and taking the piss. I had a cheap camera, and went on-stage and

asked Parker to smile for a photo mid-song. He would sing a line and then say, ‘Fuck off, fuck

off’, to me out of the corner of his mouth.After the concert all the bands and their entourages

went to a huge banquet in the dance hall of the hotel. Everyone was working hard at getting

wrecked – Finnish beer is state-licensed, and labelled with one, two or three stars according to

strength. We went for three-star. As was my way, I got more wrecked than most, and fell into a

stupor, still with a dead-man’s vice-like grip on the case of cash.Eventually Joe and Paul



decided to carry me to the bedroom. They told me the next day that they couldn’t lift me and

had had to drag me across the floor to the lift. My back had the carpet burns to prove it. As Joe

passed Graham Parker, pulling me and the pink cash bag, Parker had shouted to him: ‘Who is

that cunt?’‘He’s our road manager,’ said Joe. ‘He’s looking after us.’Waiting at Turku airport for

our return flight, we were still in high spirits. We felt like we had got away with a bank heist. As

photographer Pennie Smith said later: ‘Being on the road with the Clash is like a commando

raid performed by The Bash Street Kids.’ During the flight I sat with the briefcase on my lap and

handed out wads of cash, making a real game of it.‘One for you, one for you, one for

meEveryone stuffed wedges of notes into their pockets, to the shocked astonishment of the

other passengers and flight staff. We had cash at last and wanted to flaunt it. We had bypassed

our creditors and the banks, and had been fellow conspirators throughout the gig. Little did

Graham Parker and the Rumour know that although we had played support, we had been paid

more than them.We changed planes at Stockholm, and each of us bought a copy of Playboy

for Tony Sanchez’s exposé of Keith Richards and the Rolling Stones. Mick Jones was a ‘Keef’

lookalike, and he knew it, but his attempts to live a Keef-like lifestyle were better hidden from

the public gaze. He leant across and swiped me across the back of the head with his rolled-up

Playboy. ‘Don’t you ever do the same thing to us, Johnny,’ he said.And now I have. When I told

Mick about this project he had no objections.‘Don’t worry, I won’t go on about the cocaine and

the birds,’ I said.‘That’s a pity,’ said Mick. ‘I could do with the credibility.’‘Fuck authority,’ said Joe.

‘I loved that, “Who’s in charge?” “He is …” and there was you completely out of it,’ and he leapt

on to the burning log straddling the bonfire, sparks and flames leaping up around his fire-

dance, his frame, still sporting a fine quiff, silhouetted in the aureole surrounding the eclipsing

full moon. He looked just slightly older, slightly wiser, than the figure he cut on stage twenty

years previously.And I clicked and slipped backwards. The Clash were filming a video for

London Calling …The Baker and I had turned up at Battersea Park at midday. A bright spark at

the council had thought of installing sleeping policemen in the park road, presumably to slow

down runaway wheelchairs. It was murder manoeuvring the Clash’s atomic pink flight cases of

amps and speakers over them to the floating jetty, grandly called Battersea Pier, which bobbed

up and down with the tide. Don Letts, who was doing the filming, turned up on a motor launch,

dreadlocks flying, with the film crew. We set up the backline as if we were playing at the

Lyceum – amps, leads, mikes, stands, PA to roll back the sound. And we waited and waited for

the band to arrive. We buttoned our coats against the growing cold of the afternoon and even

Letts’ good humour began to wane. Cold hours passed and the sun set. It began to rain and

the Clash turned up. All the band’s equipment was standing in the drizzle getting soaked. Don

had sent out for some lights and I sent out for some Rémy Martin. I wanted to pack up and go

home. The boat pulled out, riding the swell of the river, and Letts was shouting instructions to

the band through a megaphone, like he was at the Boat Race.‘All right, hold it. When we do

that section again all gather around the mike then spread …’It was so weird it cheered me up,

and the band ran through it again and again, patiently and professionally, looking urban and

urbane, and wet. It was as if they had known it was going to rain, and known it was going to be

filmed at dusk. Joe wielded his faithful old guitar, with its ‘Ignore Alien Orders’ sticker. Paul

sported a wide-brimmed gangster hat; Mick was in a dark suit, with a red tie and handkerchief

sending off flashes of colour. Every time Topper hit the drums spray bounced up into his face,

sparkling in the artificial light. Between takes I mopped at their rain-soaked guitars and faces

with towels in a little wooden hut nearby, as they slugged Rémy and hugged each other against

the cold.Finally, it was done and the band pissed off in a cab. Baker and I, cold, wet and

starving, were left to pack everything away, without even the roar of the crowd to see us



home.Baker whinged. ‘Look at this stuff – it’s soaked. How are we going to dry it off? It’s

ruined.”I grabbed a mike-stand and dumped it into the water. Anger welled into strength, and I

picked up a wedge monitor, hired from Maurice Plaquet, and with a roar hurled it into the

Thames. To our surprise it floated, and, rocking with laughter, we watched it bobbing under the

fairy lights of Chelsea Bridge.2I fell in with the Clash almost by accident – through a series of

those strange coincidences of being in the right place at the right time with the right people.I

quickly became friendly with the band. I was twenty-seven and had been around a bit. I could

tune into their different wavelengths. I chatted to Joe Strummer about politics, to Topper

Headon about drugs, to Mick Jones about music history and to Paul Simonon about art – and I

could hustle with the characters in Camden High Street at 1 a.m. if necessary.Strummer was

seen by many as the inspirational force behind the Clash, but he wasn’t that much more

forceful than the others within the dynamics of the band. He was seen as a man who would

punch someone out if he didn’t like them. I suppose he might have done, but he would think

about it first. When we arrived at a venue the others would go for a drink or watch TV. He would

go for a walk alone. At twenty-five, he was the oldest of the band.Paul was twenty-one, a shy

guy, very cool. He was the real hard man of the band. He was so hard he didn’t have to

demonstrate it very often. He was stylish, a beautiful mover on-stage. But at first he couldn’t

play his instrument – he was given the bass because it was easier to learn, with only four

strings. He thought that the more he moved about the stage and the cooler he looked, the less

people would notice that he couldn’t play. Not that he cared, really. He was interested in

appearances and visuals, and that was an important part of the Clash. Give him a new guitar

and within minutes he had painted it and carved his name on it. That was important to him. He

was largely responsible for the look of the band, and his love of reggae and ska was another

strong influence on the Clash.Jones was a real poodle. He was the most instantly likeable, but

also the most irritable if things didn’t go the way he wanted. He was a musician, and had

always wanted to be in a band.At twenty-two Mick had been a member of Malcolm McLaren’s

and Bernie Rhodes’ original pool of musicians, from which the Sex Pistols and the Clash

emerged, and Mick had recruited the other Clash members. In many ways, the Clash were ‘his’

band. He certainly thought so.Topper was the new boy at the time. He was also twenty-two,

and a professional drummer. He had been in bands before. The other guys wore Clash-style

clothes – at the time: black, with lots of zips, and stencilled-on slogans – as a fashion

statement. Topper wore them because the other guys did. If he had been in Showaddywaddy

he would have dressed like Showaddywaddy. He wasn’t interested in politics or philosophy, just

having a laugh and a good time. He always wanted someone at his shoulder. If he wanted a

drink in a hotel bar he would have to persuade someone, usually me, to go with him just to

keep him company. But he was a terrific musician, and held the band together on-stage.In the

autumn of 1977 I was planning on going to the Middle East to explore the culture and make

some money. Instead I found myself in Belfast, doing a bit of work for Clash manager Bernie

Rhodes – unpaid, of course – before I quite knew what was going on. And I found myself loving

it.I was first and foremost a Clash fan. I had been running a club in Lancaster, playing punk

music. Me and Stevie were DJs, wired up on speed, working without speaking, communicating

through amphetamined telepathy. Janet, a friend with blousy, long blond hair and the seedy

punk look later associated with Nancy Spungen, objected to a sex-jealousy number we were

playing. She threw a glass, which just missed my head and exploded on the wall behind,

showering the turntables with splinters. I immediately played ‘Cheat’ from the first Clash album,

about violence and drugs. Vinyl became reality. Music merged with the moment.I had booked

the Sex Pistols and the Clash to play at Lancaster University on the Anarchy in the UK tour,



which the students’ union cancelled on the totally unfounded grounds that punk music was

‘sexist’. I had tried to see the Clash play live twice before, but each time I had been in the

wrong place with the wrong people. I went with a bottle of whisky and Lisa, a twelve-stone

lesbian with bright pink hair to catch the Anarchy tour in Manchester. I got drunk, saw the local

band, the Buzzcocks, then went outside for some fresh air. This was soon after the infamous

Bill Grundy interview with the Sex Pistols, which had been followed up by the tabloid press with

shock stories about punks. Consequently there was any number of cops patrolling outside the

venue, the Electric Circus – a very rough old church hall, covered in graffiti. I had an argument

with Lisa, she whacked me on the chin and the cops kicked me into a van, trod on my glasses

and hurled me into a cell. The next morning I appeared in court without specs. I couldn’t see a

yard in front of me. I was fined £11 for being drunk and disorderly and went straight to

Manchester Royal Infirmary with bruising to the head and two cracked ribs. I later hitched to

see the Clash on the White Riot tour but was stranded on the M6 and missed the

show.Perhaps in a way it was Bernie Rhodes and I who were responsible for getting the first

Belfast gig cancelled. I was just hanging around after helping to unload the equipment at the

hall. There was a crowd of street kids outside the hall, and Bernie loaded me up with three

boxes of Clash badges to hand out. Badges were always given away free at gigs. The kids saw

me and mobbed me. The boxes went up in the air, and there was a mad scramble for badges.

Three Army Land Rovers came around the corner, each with a machine-gun mounted at the

back manned by a squaddie. The kids all hit the deck. I just stood there. A squaddie came and

prodded me with a rifle.‘Oy, what’s going on? You’re English? You’d better get inside.

Now.’When the patrol moved on the kids went wild in a spontaneous riot, smashing windows at

the venue. The insurance company was contacted, they came and had a look, and the gig was

cancelled.That night in Belfast I slept in the truck in a bunk bed behind the driver’s seat. I was

woken by armed police who thought I was mad.An RUC man said, ‘A lorry like this is a prime

target to be nicked. You’d go with it, and that’d be the last we’d have seen of you.’I hadn’t

thought of the risk. I thought I was in Great Britain. This was the United Kingdom.The Clash

were the first band from the mainland to visit Belfast for years – apart from the Rory Gallagher

band that is, and Rory was Irish. It was, Joe told me later, a deliberate decision by the band to

start the October 1977 Out of Control tour in Belfast. They had their photographs taken next to

British squaddies in combat gear on the streets. The visit made a lasting impression on me,

and the band, who would return to play Belfast several times. The image of armed British

troops on the streets became as vivid for the band as the charging policemen in Portobello

Road, which Paul, Joe and Bernie had witnessed at the Notting Hill Carnival the previous year,

and which formed the backdrop for their stage set on the tour as well as for the cover of The

Clash, their first album.I had gone to Belfast for the ride. I had bumped into an old mate who

had graduated from doing removals around Notting Hill in a Transit to running three lorries,

making monthly trips taking, of all things, three miles of chocolate Swiss roll to Saudi Arabia.

He said he also moved bands around. ‘People like Gentle Giant. And I’ve got a new band, the

Clash, lined up for next week.’This was my chance to see the Clash at last. I asked if I could

tag along, and three days later we were heading for Stranraer and the ferry to Belfast. After the

debacle in the north, I went with the band’s gear to the south and finally got to see the Clash

play at the university in Dublin. One of the lighting guys asked what I was doing, and I said I

was just hanging around.‘Can you work a spot?’‘Sure.’Well, I watched what the other guys

were doing, and followed Strummer around the stage with the spotlight that night. The show

was just terrific. I had seen plenty of rock bands before, but nothing like this.After the gig the

lighting crew asked if I wanted a job. The next show of a six-week tour was in a few days in



Dunfermline. Yes! I went back to Lancaster for a couple of nights then caught a train to

Scotland. I arrived at the concert hall as the band’s gear was being unloaded. One of the

lighting crew said, ‘Oh no, he’s turned up.’ They hadn’t expected me to show, and had given the

job to someone else.I thought I would stay and see the show and then push off home. The

support band for the tour were American punks Richard Hell and the Voidoids, who were

hanging around, looking nervous and pissed off. One of the band said to me, ‘We need another

roadie. Can you do a backline?’‘Sure.’Well, I watched the other guys, and they helped me. They

said, ‘You’re hired. Come on the tour. We’ll pay your hotel bills.’Which they didn’t. But I dossed

down where I could, and I didn’t mind too much. I was up and running. I was hooked.I did this

for a few days, then the Clash’s regular roadie, Roadent, left them. He was an intelligent guy

but very off-the-wall. He had earned money selling Bibles, then lived for a while under the M6

sliproad at Coventry. He used to spike his hair with boot dubbin. He had been at odds with the

Clash for some time, and at Edinburgh he simply got on a train and went to work with the

Pistols in London. I took his place. And after about a week of that the Clash’s driverminder felt

homesick. He was a seriously hard man – but he missed his wife in Walsall and went home to

her. So I took his job.I had been known as Johnny Greenglasses, because I wore green specs,

but it was about this time that I acquired my name for the next few years. By the time we

roadies had loaded out after a gig it was in the small hours when we lurched into a hotel. I

usually showered in one of the other guys’ rooms and slept in the truck. At the Merrion Hotel,

Leeds, one of the sound engineers, Dave South, looked at the register of reserved but unfilled

rooms and spotted ‘John Green, Dagenham Plastics’. I gave the clerk his name and secured a

bed for the night, and from then on became Johnny Green.Up to this point I had hardly spoken

to the Clash members. Then they said, ‘Can you drive a minibus?’‘Sure.’Within three weeks I

had gone from fan to one of the band’s intimate entourage. The first time I got behind the wheel

of the minibus, with the Clash in the back, I felt a bit awestruck. Then Ari Up, from the Slits,

jumped on to my lap wearing just tights and knickers over the top, and a tampon as an

earring.‘Go! Plymouth, next stop!’ she screamed.I drove.Next time someone screamed ‘Go’ I

was just as quick off the mark, but in the wrong direction. Promoter Dave Cork had briefed me:

‘It has to be a runner. We haven’t got the dough for the hotel.’ He was sweet-talking the

manager, then jumped in the van and screamed, ‘Now!’ Everyone was braced for the

acceleration – but not backwards on to the main road. Heads jerked. We waved as we sped off,

the manager staring, jaw open. We left Sheffield by the back roads, looking for the cop car in

the mirror.Apart from such escapades, touring, as opposed to gigging, was pretty dull for the

band. But not so for me, having to concentrate on driving. They argued about the seating

arrangements like children: ‘He sat in the front last time; I always sit in the back.’ We stopped at

service stations to break the monotony. Punk still wasn’t widely known about, despite the

Grundy interview and the tabloids. People stood and pointed at us, or said in hushed tones,

‘There’s some of those punk rockers we’ve read about.’ I had never felt I was a part of a

movement – or a part of anything – before. The nearest I had come to that feeling was standing

at the Stretford End, baying for a penalty. I had a degree from Lancaster University but I had

never seen that as conforming with society’s expectations. I had simply collected my degree

certificate and stuffed it in my back jeans pocket, like a rolled-up Daily Mirror. Its only use was

to make dead-ends into motorways. I had never felt part of society – and here I was at some

shabby service station with new-found kindred spirits. And I was excited. We were vivacious

about being outside of society, and proud of it, enjoying the horrified glances from other

drivers.But generally in the van there was a lethargic atmosphere, with people sprawled across

the seats, reading or rolling joints. Someone would shout: ‘Drive like an undertaker,’ so their



hands wouldn’t be jolted while skinning up.I once deliberately slammed on the brakes as a

wind-up, and Rizlas, tobacco and dope showered on to the floor. I didn’t care. Cannabis was

not my drug of choice. Joe spoke in whispers because his singing style hurt his throat, and he

complained about the thick dope smoke in the van – although he also smoked the joints. I

wound the windows right down, also to wind the band up. Topper had an air-pistol and would

fire at targets from the window as we drove – road signs, cows. And there were always books

and newspapers about. And always music and a scramble to gain control of the tape machine.

We would discuss songs or slag them off in a matey sort of way if it was a ‘rival’ band. And

sometimes the van contained a fan or two along for the ride.The band were always keen to

meet whatever fans there were, and there weren’t huge numbers at that time. One of my first

instructions was to make sure kids could come into the dressing room once the band had

grabbed a cold drink and dried off the sweat and spittle after a performance. The band didn’t

want to sign autographs and then push off, they wanted to meet their fans. This was all new to

me. Part of the mystique of rock musicians at the time was that they wore glamorous clothes,

led glamorous lives and stayed aloof from the common people who bought their records and

went to their concerts. The Clash were the opposite. They wore the same clothes on-stage that

they had been wearing all day, and they wanted to be accessible. Kids could talk to them – they

could talk about drum skins with Topper, or the unwelcome rise of the National Front with

Joe.Joe wanted to know about the towns he was visiting. What it was like to grow up in

Sheffield, or Newcastle. He used to chat to me in the van about Lancaster, and compare it with

his time with a rockabilly band in Newport, Wales, where he was known as ‘Woody’ (we used to

wind him up about that). Fans would ask where we were playing tomorrow, and Joe kept a

notebook of their names, telling doormen to put them on the guest list at gigs. He would ask

where they were kipping, and we always ended up with a few kids coming back to our hotel to

sleep. The floor of my room would always have people asleep on it. But so would Joe’s, unless

he had a woman with him, which was fair dos. Being accessible to fans was all part of the punk

movement, or at least the Clash’s version of it. They encouraged other burgeoning bands. ‘We

did it, why don’t you? Get up and play.’ If some lads wandered in during a soundcheck and said

they played in a band, there’d be a fair chance they would be invited to do an opening half-hour

set that night.This was the band’s first big tour of the country, and we were staying in quite

plush hotels. It was wonderful for the guys to wander in after a gig with a little crowd of fans.

Mick was still living with his nan at Wilmcote House, a tower block off the Harrow Road. Joe

and Paul were in squats, and Topper was in a rented flat off the Seven Sisters Road. And here

they were in a luxury hotel! It was like they had won the pools. The band and fans would

festoon the bar. Fans went to the bedrooms and the band were saying, ‘Woa! Look what we

got. Come and share it. Have a bath. Have a shower. Call room service.’ They didn’t really think

that they would have to pay – which led to problems later. The hotels were about cushioned

luxury. The band didn’t smash the places up, Keith Moon or Led Zeppelin-style, but they

weren’t respectful, either, particularly to the sort of people who thought staying in a hotel gave

them some sort of status. We had fun, we had a laugh. At the Atlantic Tower in Liverpool Joe

and I went along the corridor howling like dogs, and then we started acting like dogs, going on

all fours and nibbling at leftovers from room-service trays left outside doors. There was disgust

and disbelief on the faces of some of the other guests.Another of my early jobs was to smooth

the way for the band to leave in the mornings. They had been caught and prosecuted for

stealing towels from the Holiday Inn, Newcastle, on their previous tour – something that

probably every travelling sales rep has done, but which turned into a big thing because ‘punk

rockers’ were involved. So there were bag searches when we left a hotel, often with the police



involved.My other chief job was to make sure everything was ready for when the Clash hit the

stage – including the band, who I gee-ed up minutes before each show, like a football manager

giving a team talk. I loved the sheer magnitude of the panic attack that took hold as the time for

the set approached. Junkies talk about the rush of smack being like six white stallions galloping

up the spine to the brain. This was better. This was pressure, building and building from the

inside, but just knowing that it was worth doing made me learn to ride it out, until surfing on the

lip of the tidal wave of anxiety became a buzz in itself. And the feeling was usually amplified

with amphetamine or Methedrine.Spitting – ‘gobbing’ – became a problem on this tour. The

custom has become one of the clichés of punk-rock behaviour, and it was rife at punk gigs in

1977, although none of the bands, with the possible exception of the Sex Pistols, encouraged

it. Who wants to be spat at? Gobbing reputedly started because Pistols’ singer Johnny Rotten

used to spit on to the stage floor, footballer-style, and occasionally into the audience, some of

whom spat back. It was disgusting to be on the receiving end of volley upon volley of phlegm.

Professional roadies and sound engineers with long hair, beer bellies and big bunches of keys

jangling from their flared jeans would refuse to do their job, and so I had to, returning to the

wings with everything – clothes, hair, specs – covered in mucus. The band would have to dash

to the side for me to wipe the guitar frets because they’d become too slippery to play. The band

continued to wear their day clothes to play in, but they had to take fresh clothes to change into

immediately after they came off stage. They washed their clothes in the hotel sinks, trying to

scrub out the mucus. After the tour Joe Strummer went down with hepatitis and was treated at

Fulham Hospital. People tend to associate hepatitis with needle-use – which was never in

evidence. Joe is convinced he got the disease from spittle from the audience. I certainly

remember him coming off stage somewhere in the Midlands and saying, ‘Christ, Johnny, that

was horrible. I copped a real greenie right down the back of my throat when I was

singing.’When we went to the Manchester Apollo, the audience were going wild before the gig

and ripping out the seats. Seats stopped people from dancing, and the Clash didn’t want to

perform to people sitting on their arses and admiring their musicianship. They wanted to

interact with the audience. So they didn’t like seated venues, and watched the antics from

backstage with disaffected amusement. We were even running a little sweepstake on how

much damage would be caused.‘I reckon they’ll trash them all up to row G.’‘No, look at that

bloke go. They’ll easily reach J.’As the mayhem continued, Richard Hell wandered up to me

and mumbled, ‘Where are we tonight?’ Americans particularly like to come on stage yelling,

‘Hallo, Sheffield!’ (or wherever).‘Leeds,’ I said.He went on-stage with his band.‘Hallo,

Leeds!’The stalwart Lancastrians, already hyped up, seethed. He saw someone heave a bit of

broken seat at him and leapt into the crowd wielding his sky-blue bass. He was showered with

punches and gob and retreated across the stage pushing over the amps and the drums as he

ran. Some of the crowd set off after him, and he dodged missiles until he reached the dressing-

room toilets – his usual safety zone – and made his escape through the window, eventually

cowering in the car park.Richard Hell didn’t know what had hit him, but this was British punk

rock. He had always claimed to be the founder of punk. Bernie Rhodes and the Clash had

brought him and the band over from New York for the Out of Control tour, and he had been

prominent in the New York underground ‘punk’ scene long before the British punk explosion. So

perhaps his claim could be supported. But if punk ever had anything to do with relating to

working-class kids rather than striking a pose, then count Richard Hell out as its founder. But

he did have a lot of style, and his pinned eyes revealed access to seriously good drugs.Then

the Clash came on-stage, thriving on the adrenalin-charged atmosphere, feeding off the near-

riotous audience. Chaos and disorder seemed to bring out the best in the Clash.The tour came



to an end. I never did get paid by Richard Hell for the work I had done. But I asked him for a

book of his poems, written under his real name of Richard Meyers. He gave it to me, and I was

pleased. I haven’t got it now.More importantly, I had become friends with the Clash. I’m not a

shy fellow. They paid me off, said, ‘Thanks very much for your help. See ya.’ And I went to see

my parents for Christmas.But I was hooked. Energy was at the hub of everything with the

Clash. From the start of a gig they ran on-stage – it was like the gun going off at the start of a

sprint – grabbed their instruments, then ‘one two three four’ and in. There was lots of jumping

about, running, bumping into each other. It was charged-up music – not necessarily fast, in fact

some of the reggae-influenced tunes were fairly slow – but full of bursts of angry energy. The

music was confrontational and so were the band. They didn’t look at each other while they

were playing, didn’t smile at each other thinking, Hmm, nice guitar lick. They were looking at

people in the audience, thrashing the guitar strings, pounding the drums and straining their

throats with a message. Strummer’s ‘electric leg’ would be pumping up and down. And those in

the audience didn’t interact with each other, beyond bouncing off one another while dancing. It

was too loud to talk, there was too much to see and take in.I had been a part of all that, helping

to make it all happen, and I wanted more. But I had been paid off. Dave South, a professional

soundman who had worked for every band around, had said to me, ‘You want to watch out.

Being on the road is like going to sea for a sailor. It gets into your blood and you feel you can’t

do without it.’ I didn’t know what he meant.3Christmas 1977, and my thoughts strayed to Belle

Vue funfair, Manchester, which I had visited each winter as a child on a coach trip run by

Cadishead British Legion to see the circus.Belle Vue, where I had seen Bob Marley play the

year before. Belle Vue, a funfair with fifties-style dance halls, where a few weeks previously we

had done a gig to be filmed for So It Goes, the TV music show produced by Tony Wilson …The

hall where the Clash played was all scuffed velvet and theatre boxes, in which the film crew set

up lights and cameras. Steep spiral stairs led from the dressing rooms to the stage, which was

crammed with the Clash’s equipment. The soundchecks took ages, and there was more delay

as the film crews set up.The foyer was like that of a cinema, full of glass windows and doors. It

was just not the right venue for a punk gig, and the promoters didn’t know what was going to hit

them. The crowd, waiting in the deserted funfair, heard snatches of the soundcheck. They

weren’t nice polite youngsters; they were punk rockers, or certainly would be after the gig. It

was something of a baptism, or confirmation. London – everywhere – was burning with

boredom.Windows smashed, doors burst open, and teenagers scurried in, heading for all

corners of the hall like rats in a fire. The security guards reacted like characters in an Ealing

comedy, simply pushing back their peaked caps and scratching their heads in bewilderment.

After half-hearted attempts to catch some of the rushing punks they gave up. The excitement

turned to fear. Security men made themselves scarce, while the roadies and film crew saw it all

as a bloody nuisance – damned kids getting in the way of their highly technical work. But the

exuberance of the crowd filled the Clash with delight as they peered at the mayhem from

backstage. I was out front, striding up to the foyer and back every so often to report to the band

what was going on. Tony Wilson seemed to appreciate the theatre of the moment too.Siouxsie

Sioux, McClaren’s protégé, and her band the Banshees, formed from the fashionable Bromley

Contingent, were playing support. They were Malcolm’s fashion statements, riding on the

ripped coat-tails of the Pistols. Siouxsie, bored and listless, was crammed on to a tiny area of

the stage which was otherwise filled with the Clash’s gear. She had to stand almost on top of

the drums, and was sulking like a spoilt child at a party. She wore thigh-high boots and

fishnets, and a cold white face. She cut no ice with the highly charged crowd and was unable to

cope with the audience’s energy and dynamism. She ran through her set and quit the stage,



kicking petulantly but violently at the wedge monitor as she left.The Clash were just itching to

get out there, desperate to join in. Running on-stage they were frustrated by the spiral

staircase, and tripped over their guitars, their feet, and each other in the rush. They played a

dynamic set, fed from the audience’s energy. The band were just not used to the heat from the

extra film lights. They never appeared on Top of the Pops because they refused to mime.

Strummer collapsed. The ‘Garageland’ drum beat started. Joe bashed the rhythm on the

wooden drum rise and leapt up like a voodoo jack-in-the-box. He was manic … he launched

into the vocal. Everyone yelled along with the chorus. The Clash took the crowd’s energy and

gave it back. The interaction and fusion was a total contrast to Siouxsie’s action and audience

reaction.Afterwards I was asked to run Siouxsie and her band to the station to get their train.

She didn’t want to stay for a drink. We climbed into the Clash’s filthy minibus on a foul

Manchester evening. The rain dripped off her black dyed hair on to her schoolgirl mackintosh,

which was wrapped around her, her body language signalled rejection. She was silent – totally

pissed off as we drove through the dark rainy city.I tried to talk to her – I was charged up by the

show and everything that had happened: the riot, the music, the response. I didn’t get a word of

reply. I dropped her at Piccadilly station and didn’t even get a ‘thank you’. What an old bag. I

rushed back to the hotel to join the band celebrating in the bar with a whole load of fans

drinking jellybeans, high on adrenalin from the gig. A jelly-bean – every white spirit in the bar

plus Pernod and black and lemonade – was a serious drink for angry times. This was the high

life.Dawn was in the late morning in Camden Town. It found me, soon after Christmas, on a

borrowed, damp, stained mattress on the bare floorboards of the first-floor office of Rehearsal

Rehearsals. Light entered lazily and dustily through the grimed and cracked windows, seven

feet up the wall. I had to stand on a chair to look out on to a cobbled, former British Rail goods

yard, now dotted around the sides with garages and lock-ups. I didn’t bother very often.I

reached for my specs and began the ritual of brewing tea on a Camping Gaz stove, then

dragged my mattress and sleeping bag into the huge bare backroom, which was like an empty

classroom. I wandered to the toilet to piss, brushing against one of the gangster movie posters

and Evening Standard bills screaming of deviant crimes which plastered the walls, loosening

the Sellotape on one corner so that it slowly tried to roll itself up before falling with a swish to

the floor. I quickly washed in the sink, fed with water running straight in from the roof through a

broken fan-light into the tank, nourishing the strange plants growing in it. Rehearsal Rehearsals

was an old Customs warehouse, with thick, black, damp walls. Bernie Rhodes leased it – no

one knew how. It was impossible to tell what kind of day it was outside so I switched on the

three-bar electric fire anyway and gulped my tea in my daily race to get out.
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kev Healey, “if you love The Clash you need to read this book. This is an excellent book on life

as part of The Clash's inner circle,honest,funny,sad,even heart breaking at times,I couldn't put

it down,I recommend this to all Clash fans.”

Dr J Reeve, “Good read. Superb account of the The Clash from the beginning. Well written and

very entertaining read.”

The book by Johnny Green has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 54 people have provided feedback.
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